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Professor Z. Krygowska in her article, opening the �rst issue of the PTM
(Polish Mathematical Society) journal Didactics of mathematics (Dydaktyka
Matematyki), (Krygowska, 1981) noted that the teacher and his preparation,
and thus the problems of teaching mathematics, are never ahistorical. We live
here and now, our pupils (students, doctoral students) are immersed in the
contemporary time and in the current form of being. The Internet, computer
games, the considerable computational capabilities even of smartphones (and,
more speci�cally, the relevant applications) � seem to solve many of the needs
that were once met by mathematical skills. Mathematics is becoming more
useful and, at the same time, less noticeable by people (a so-called �background
usability�). What 10 years ago was a strong motivating element, is now ceasing
to be a problem.

Therefore, it is not surprising that there still are debates about mathema-
tical education, about its problems, challenges, goals, etc. For example, there
has recently been a very interesting discussion initiated by the letter of prof.
M. Sysªo (2019) to the group of didacticians. Students (as well as their pa-
rents) often perceive mathematics through the prism of computing capabilities
of smartphones and computers. Even educated people say that all �knowledge
is on the Internet�. People who assume that they will not have to use mathe-
matics in their (future) work, often ask:

For what reason do we teach mathematics in schools?
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Of course, you can talk about goals, strategies, etc.; but I think that, in
this case, too much �cienti�c (formal) language� will obfuscate the main idea
of the problem under consideration. Below, I will indicate only four elements
which, in my opinion, should be the foundation of the assumed goals of teaching
mathematics in the context of the teachers' activities at school.

Acquiring basic arithmetic and geometric skills. Despite the ever-
improving electronic devices, it is very important that people use both termino-
logy and skills in the �elds of geometry and arithmetic. I have convinced myself
of the validity of this assumption, e.g., at the Tax O�ce when calculating the
due portion of an estate (adding fractions with di�erent denominators).

Ability to logically analyze facts based on precisely de�ned

foundations and strictly de�ned ways of reasoning. This is such �brick
of human maturity� (among other necessary elements related to humanities
subjects, biologic science, etc.). How to do it? I think that one of the elements
(an example of a solution) would be �computational thinking�, which was men-
tioned by prof. M. Sysªo. However, are the teachers prepared for this type of
activity?

The ability to independently acquire mathematical knowledge

and its understanding. This is the �need of the moment�. We cannot te-
ach (pupils, PhD students) everything they will need in the future (e.g. when
they will be writing algorithms for 3D printers). The modern man should be
able to expand his mathematical knowledge when facing new challenges (which
at the moment may not exist at all). On the topic of understanding the known
�mathematical facts� one could write a fairly large dissertation, but a basic
observation is important: if a student learns mathematics mainly �by heart�,
then he is certainly not prepared to expand his knowledge. If the teacher did
this throughout his education (which is often the case with primary education
teachers), his students will certainly do the same. Thus, an important re�ec-
tion on this occasion is that we should strive in order to primary education
teachers become familiar with elements of higher mathematics (even to a small
extent).

Perceiving the existence of (non-trivial) mathematical tools allo-

wing to interpret (analyze, describe) reality. If a person knows nothing
about derivatives, then he certainly will not come up with good optimization
methods or elements related to data analysis, logistics, etc. I have to stress
that this is not a very advanced mathematical tool (e.g. di�erential equations
�for everyone� at school), but that everyone can see that such tools exist and
are useful (even by the simplest examples).

I need to stress that I formulate the above goals having in mind �mathe-
matics for everyone� (Semadeni, 2009).
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However, the question formulated above must also be analyzed in the con-
text of symbolic interactionism � it has a �second bottom�, which is the lack

of motivation to learn mathematics. This is evidenced by some comments
indicating that, e.g., equations can be solved by applications on a smartphone
or by using a computer program. So why should students bother in this area?
Even if they were to be engineers in the future. Hence the simple way is to
suggest solutions such as removing mathematics as a compulsory subject in the
matriculation examination. Therefore, an important task for a modern teacher
is to build a motivational �eld.

This is a very broad topic. However, attention should be paid to two ve-
ry important elements: a sense of success and understanding of mathematical

facts. Success is always a stimulus motivating to further challenges. Instead of
commentary concerning �understanding� I will cite the statement of prof. Ber-
sa: I think mathematics is pleasant, however, because working on mathematical

problems we have a few minutes when we suddenly begin to understand them.

What conditions must (in my opinion) be met for the above-mentioned
goals and tasks to be achieved?

1. The evolution-oriented (modi�cation?) mathematical education,

directed towards the above goals.

2. Modern teacher preparation, including explicit support for in-

service teachers.

3. The need to conduct educational research (with particular em-

phasis on mathematics didactics).

Let's start with �evolution�. I used this word because �reform� is introduced
too often and equally often has the character of either a �revolutionary change�,
or vice versa, super�cial modi�cations that bring nothing new. I believe that
changes should be in the nature of evolution aimed at achieving speci�c goals.
As part of these activities, proper preparation of both active teachers and
students preparing for the teaching profession would be an important element.

In my opinion, the basic element of evolution should be a modi�cation of

the core curricula so that the teacher has a lot of time to implement

his own didactic ideas.

Professor E. Gruszczyk-Kolczy«ska (2012) put forward the thesis that (to
a certain simpli�cation) as school education progresses, �statistically� students'
mathematical interests (abilities) decrease. This is a very true statement. There
are many reasons for this, I do not want to analyze it very carefully. It is not
di�cult to observe a certain phenomenon: e.g., some students are initially
interested in a given topic. But then we make it di�cult. More and more
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complex tasks appear. A growing group of students is starting to perform
poorly and an aversion is growing in them. There are also reverse situations
(rarely, and this applies to a group of particularly talented students), in which
the students want more and are interested in extending a given topic. In this
situation, there is an option to give the (well prepared) teacher the opportunity
to think carefully about emerging teaching problems! However, we have exams,
overloaded core curriculum, we have to prepare (some of them more explicitly
say: �to train�) students for the exam. That is why I support the idea of prof.
M. Sysªo: there must be a choice. Which, by whom, to what extent? This should
be the subject of discussion, but an important element here is the exams.

My next conclusion is: the second element of the �evolution� to be prepared
should be a wise reform of the exams. PISA survey shows that there are
interesting tasks (speaking in the current language: for the basic pro�le) that
do not require very wide and complex mathematical knowledge. I believe that
having a good understanding of certain facts is more valuable than �boosting
up e�ciency� without understanding their ideas or the need to know them. In
a short time, the skills thus gained are quickly forgotten, and therefore their
actual value is negligible. In this context, particularly talented students must
be remembered. You have to go further with them. How to reconcile � there
are plenty of solutions here, but I focus mainly on �mathematics for everyone�.

Many people suggest transferring solutions from other countries. The tro-
uble is that many valuable foreign achievements and solutions are not always
easy to transfer to our soil.

Regardless of verifying our own ideas, it would be worth checking how
some solutions from the US, Scandinavian or Asian countries would work in
our reality. Maybe it wouldn't work at all, or maybe some of them could be
altered in a small way and many things could be improved. Maybe it is worth
investigating (examining, and not just accepting �without proof�) what could
be changed in Polish education to be able to accept some elements of these
solutions. Here we touch on a very important problem: research in the �eld
of mathematics didactics. However, in order to achieve this successfully, we
must have teachers well prepared to carry out these tasks. In school
education, the teacher ceased to be the only source of information, but he
became an important animator of building knowledge, perceiving mathematics
and the needs of modern man to use it. Therefore, the reform must start with
the teachers. In no case do I undermine their competences, but (like engineers
or doctors) they must not only systematically enrich their �work workshop�,
but even change, modify, improve and adapt it to the needs of modern times.

A slight digression: during the last year I was preparing (together with
a team of very involved colleagues) a new teacher education program at our
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faculty. (Of course, I was unable to obtain permission for algebra-type subjects
only for the teaching specialty due to �nancial restrictions, but I hope to advise
with this situation in a slightly di�erent way). I prepared myself to this task
very carefully. I analyzed the opinions of in-service teachers (interesting fact:
when I asked what they consider the main lack in preparation for the profession,
they most often mentioned the ability to talk with parents), students (what
teachers they would like to have), academic teachers, students � future teachers,
doctoral students, partly also parents of children from Elementary Schools.
From the information obtained, a certain picture of a modern school emerged,
and as a consequence of the needs of teachers.

From the statements of teachers and students, something very important
additionally emerges: in many cases, students (or actually their pa-

rents!) do not see the need to learn mathematics (e.g. statement: no
one in my environment has ever used the sine function). This is not the same
as reluctance caused by a lack of success, it is the lack of noticing the bene-
�ts of learning mathematics (we know these bene�ts, but the di�culty lies
in convincing, motivating students and their parents). I checked personally �
arguments like this do not help: mathematics teaches logical thinking; thanks
to trigonometric functions it is possible to solve, e.g., geodetic problems. I will
put forward a thesis (I may have to defend it in some conference situations):
there are no universal motivational solutions. The conclusion is that the
teacher must be thoroughly prepared for motivational tasks, including
thoroughly prepared in terms of content.

At the end of this paragraph, my personal re�ection: in my school days no
one (explicitly) wondered whether it is worth learning �sine� and other things.
Now it is completely di�erent. Students (their parents are much younger than
me) do not have to deal with mathematics in everyday situations. In stores
there are machines which count, length (distance) is measured by laser, calcu-
lations are made using a smartphone calculator, and percentages, derivatives
and integrals are calculated by programs, such as Wolfram Alpha, which is also
available on a smartphone. Currently, the motivational process is much more
di�cult.

In this way we come to the second point: modern teachers' preparation,
including clear help for in-service teachers. In my opinion, the educational
evolution mentioned in the �rst point should be implemented in parallel with
the proper preparation of teachers (professor E. Swoboda had very accurate
observations on this topic).

The substantive teacher preparation in mathematics is very important,
with particular emphasis on understanding individual issues, interpretative
skills and the ability to expand knowledge independently. In a group of ma-
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thematicians, I do not have to justify these in detail. When preparing the new
teacher education program at our faculty, we made sure that our students were
well prepared both in the �eld of basic knowledge and also had the opportu-
nity to variously expand this knowledge (solving problems from mathematical
competitions, popularization of mathematical knowledge, but also additional
subjects in the �eld of theoretical mathematics, e.g., dynamic systems).

The pedagogical-didactical aspects of teacher preparation are equally im-
portant. I do not know if it will be possible to choose teaching content in
the future, how many hours will be allocated to teaching mathematics, what
technical means a teacher (and students) will have at his disposal, what and
how we will teach. The teacher must be prepared extensively. In con-
temporary school, the teacher must, along with understanding mathematical
facts, understand psychological and pedagogical processes occurring at indivi-
dual stages of learning. For example, the teacher must know that the statement
I am a humanist so I do not know mathematics is not a sign of �stupidity�,
but an element of a defense mechanism (Maslow's theory), natural in the case
of numerous failures (human psyche, in the case of failures, triggers defense
mechanisms).

The teacher should know and understand the basics of didactics of mathe-
matics and independently transfer them to methodological solutions regarding
speci�c content. The motivation, I wrote about earlier, may be based on va-
rious premises: the history of mathematics, usability (algorithms, computers,
economics, biology, meteorology, . . . ), but it can also relate to contemporary
mathematics. Students read (even in the daily press) about chaos, about the
Riemann hypothesis. Maybe you should talk to them about it (not necessarily
in detail, with the de�nition and proof of theorems, unless you notice that
there is interest . . . ).

I do not wish to expand this issue extensively, but the teachers' prepara-
tion must therefore include: developing the skills to popularize mathematical
knowledge and talking about mathematics, selection and elementalization of
mathematical content, the ability to work on (selected) issues related to mathe-
matical competitions (it is troublesome when the teacher is reluctant to work
on competition tasks), IT preparation (writing programs, creating a website,
database elements, etc.).

How to prepare teachers? About 8 years ago, in the Pedagogical Annual of
the Polish Academy of Sciences, I published a paper entitled New concept of

educating students in preparation for the teaching profession (Pawlak, 2011).
This article was a consequence of a discussion that took place in the General
Council of Higher Education. Below, I will introduce some elements from this
article.
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First of all, I would like to emphasize, that in my opinion, the most
appropriate course of acquiring pedagogical knowledge is presented
in the following diagram:

theory → practical veri�cation → problem solving discussion.

Particular attention in this article (which is justi�ed by the nature of the
scienti�c journal) was paid to the psychological and pedagogical preparation
of teachers. I noticed, among others, that

(. . . ) school practice (both continuous as well as in the frame of
didactic classes) very often do not show the actual image of the
school (selected classes, teacher's presence during the lesson plus vi-
sitors). Real problems arise only when the graduate stands in front
of the class and has to solve emerging problems (both substantive
and pedagogical; problems of contact with parents, analysis of the
students' position in the class, etc.). Any theoretical preparation
(including practices) does not provide su�cient grounds to look for
such solutions.

I would like to emphasize that I fully appreciate the role of school practice
in the process of preparing for the teaching profession, but I believe that this
is only a preliminary element. That is why I proposed (and I still support my
thesis) that after graduation, the teacher should undergo a one-year internship
with the following conditions:

• few hours of classes with students (8-10 per week), but conducted inde-
pendently;

• compulsory (!) seminars at the university (pedagogy and psychology, de-
tailed didactics).

As part of the aforementioned seminars, there would be a �confrontation�
of real psychological, pedagogical and didactic problems with the solutions
proposed by modern science in these �elds. The form of the seminar would
focus the thematic scope on the real (realistic) needs of teachers and exchange
of initial experiences.

Every 5 years I would like to suggest compulsory (free) postgraduate stu-
dies for active teachers, with a reduction in the number of classes at school,
which, in addition to the elements mentioned above, would contain 1-2 mathe-
matical subjects, outside the scope of didactic, psychological and pedagogical
subjects. In the case of pedagogical classes (including didactics and methodo-
logy), exchange of experiences (including those taken from literature) between
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teachers, moderated by an academic teacher, would be a great value. In this
case one could talk about �practical case studies�, which method I will ela-
borate a little more in conclusion. As part of mathematical subjects, special
attention should be given to learning new issues by teachers. This is related to
both expanding knowledge and recalling processes (emotions) accompanying
the acquisition of mathematical knowledge.

Here we come to a very crucial issue: research in didactics of mathema-

tics. I will return to the remark put by prof. Z. Krygowska on the ahistorical
nature of mathematics didactics. There are no didactical proposals that would
be good always and for everyone. I have already signaled that not only the
tools that students and their parents have in their environment are changing,
but there is also a radical change in the views on the school's functions and
the requirements that teachers are facing. There are some (not always sen-
sible) media suggestions here. Thus, the need to support teachers with new
research-based solutions is growing. Teachers may not always be able to read
the latest �ndings or suggestions of certain methodological solutions. It is not
always easy to �nd or interpret contemporary (referring to current reality) di-
dactic, psychological or pedagogical concepts that can signi�cantly facilitate
achievement of didactic success.

Here are examples of using certain researches. Recently, I have read two
doctoral dissertations (by A. Pyzara, 2016, and J. Kowalski, 2019) on very cur-
rent issues: algorithmization problems and the use of modern means to develop

students' creative attitudes. As part of my classes I have already used them.
Thanks to this work, I was able to conduct discussions with students (including
active teachers) on the basis of speci�c foundations and speci�c solutions. Ma-
ny valuable comments contained in the work of prof. Z. Semadeni concerning,
e.g., conceptual �eld or deep ideas. In the unanimous opinion of my students,
these issues were previously unnoticed by them. I took advantage of this work
by preparing lectures (on the borderline of topology and theory of dynamic
systems) for doctoral students.

The work of A. Pietrucha and B. Maj-Tatsis, 2014 showed, among others,
the di�culties encountered by students (future teachers) when moving from
the observed object (drawings) to verbal information about this object and vi-
ce versa. This directed my attention to certain �skills� that should be practiced
with students. J. Duda's (2009) work has indicated some motivational possi-
bilities of modern technical means in working with mathematically talented
students. This information was tested (in a slightly di�erent way, using Geo-
Gebra, instead of a graphing calculator) by a student in working with a pupil
(who was talented according to her) during tutoring and became the basis for
interesting and inspiring discussion during university classes.
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All the elements mentioned so far constitute the basis of the preparation
for a didactic transfer.

Finally, some re�ection on the case study. In my opinion, an important
role in the search for new didactic and methodological solutions can be played
by analyses of perceived didactic situations related to even a small group of
people. Sometimes observation of students' work allows to notice interesting,
new facts. We notice that fact and, on its basis, formulate conclusions that are
not, of course, rules (laws), but hypotheses. Then we repeat the procedures
(perhaps on an equally small group of people) and analyze the compliance of
previous conclusions with current observations. In the case of compliance, we
can proceed to scienti�c activities: using many methods in order to examine
our hypothesis as accurately as possible. We can also present our hypothesis
to other teachers and jointly analyze its truth or value. We can (and maybe
even should) do it especially when we are unable to build a reliable research
apparatus to verify our hypothesis. Can we discover something signi�cant in
this way?

I will use an example in the �eld of medicine. In the mid-nineteenth century,
Ignaz Semmelweis (Hungarian doctor) observed that the washing of hands by
doctors prior to receiving a delivery reduces the number of complications in the
form of puerperal fever (and thus reduces the number of deaths). Therefore,
he recommended various forms of �decontamination of the hands�, although he
could not explain this phenomenon. Other doctors did not like this theory, they
discredited it, thinking that it had no scienti�c basis, and the results obtained
were rather �accidental�. A particularly strong attack was made in 1858 during
a gynecological congress in Paris. Semmelweis was depressed and taken to a
psychiatric hospital. . .

Once again, let me remind the statement of prof. Z. Krygowska that the
results in didactics of mathematics are not ahistorical. The changing reality
requires the search for ever new didactic and methodological solutions. Perhaps
among our teachers there are people who have observed important facts, but
they can not always verify them scienti�cally. I think it would be worth PTM
to open up to these observations. Years ago, as part of activities organized
by PTM, I conducted a scienti�c seminar (every month, then every 2 months,
. . . ). Maybe it is worth (e.g. in consultation with SNM) to reactivate this se-
minar, e.g. under the guidance of prof. E. Swoboda or other willing persons,
during which the indications of scientists (contained in their scienti�c publica-
tions) or teachers' proposals would be analyzed? Maybe among them is our,
mathematical, Semmelweis?
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O ksztaªceniu nauczycieli oraz kluczowych

problemach nauczania matematyki

S t r e s z c z e n i e

Prof. Z. Krygowska w swojej pracy otwieraj¡cej pierwszy numer czasopisma
PTM Dydaktyka matematyki (Krygowska, 1981) zauwa»yªa, »e nauczyciel i je-
go przygotowanie, a co za tym idzie problemy nauczania matematyki, nigdy
nie maj¡ charakteru ahistorycznego. Matematyka staje si¦ coraz bardziej u»y-
teczna i coraz mniej dostrzegalna przez ludzi (tzw. �u»yteczno±¢ w tle�). Nawet
wyksztaªceni ludzie stwierdzaj¡, »e caªa �wiedza jest w Internecie�. Osoby, które
zakªadaj¡, »e w swojej (przyszªej) pracy nie b¦d¡ musiaªy szerzej zna¢ matema-
tyki, cz¦sto pytaj¡: po co uczymy matematyki w szkole? Zasygnalizuj¦ tylko
4 elementy, które (moim zdaniem) powinny by¢ fundamentem zakªadanych
celów nauczania matematyki w kontek±cie dziaªa« nauczyciela: (1) Nabycie
podstawowych umiej¦tno±ci arytmetycznych i geometrycznych. (2) Zdolno±¢
logicznego analizowania faktów w oparciu o dokªadnie sprecyzowane podstawy
i ±ci±le okre±lone sposoby rozumowa«. (3) Umiej¦tno±¢ samodzielnego zdobywa-
nia wiedzy matematycznej i jej rozumienie. (4) Dostrzeganie istnienia (nietry-
wialnych) narz¦dzi matematycznych pozwalaj¡cych interpretowa¢ (analizowa¢,
opisywa¢) rzeczywisto±¢.

Jakie warunki musz¡ by¢ (moim zdaniem) speªnione, by wspomniane wy»ej
cele i zadania mo»na byªo osi¡gn¡¢? Moim zdaniem, s¡ to:

1. Ukierunkowana na powy»sze cele ewolucja (mody�kacja?) edukacji ma-
tematycznej.

2. Nowoczesne przygotowanie nauczycieli, w tym wyra¹na pomoc dla czyn-
nych nauczycieli.

3. Konieczno±¢ prowadzenia bada« edukacyjnych (ze szczególnym uwzgl¦d-
nieniem dydaktyki matematyki).

W moim przekonaniu podstawowym elementem ewolucji powinna by¢ mo-
dy�kacja podstaw programowych tak, aby nauczyciel miaª du»o czasu na re-
alizacj¦ wªasnych pomysªów dydaktycznych. Nale»y pozostawi¢ nauczycielowi
(dobrze przygotowanemu) mo»liwo±¢ przemy±lanego reagowania na pojawiaj¡-
ce si¦ problemy dydaktyczne! Drugim elementem przygotowywanej �ewolucji�
powinna by¢ m¡drze przeprowadzona reforma egzaminów. Badania PISA po-
kazuj¡, »e mog¡ by¢ ciekawe zadania (mówi¡c obecnym j¦zykiem: dla pro�lu
podstawowego) nie wymagaj¡ce bardzo szerokiej i zªo»onej wiedzy matema-
tycznej. �eby jednak udaªo si¦ to dobrze zrealizowa¢ musimy mie¢ nauczycieli
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dobrze przygotowanych do realizacji tych zada«. W edukacji szkolnej nauczy-
ciel przestaª by¢ jedynym ¹ródªem informacji, staª si¦ jednak wa»nym anima-
torem budowania wiedzy, dostrzegania matematyki i potrzeb wspóªczesnego
czªowieka do posªugiwania si¦ ni¡. Reform¦ trzeba zacz¡¢ zatem od nauczy-
cieli. W ten sposób dochodzimy do punktu drugiego: Nowoczesne przygoto-
wanie nauczycieli, w tym wyra¹na pomoc dla czynnych nauczycieli. W moim
przekonaniu wspomniana w punkcie pierwszym ewolucja edukacyjna powin-
na by¢ wdra»ana równolegle z odpowiednim przygotowaniem nauczycieli. Na-
uczyciel musi by¢ przygotowany wszechstronnie. We wspóªczesnej szkole na-
uczyciel musi, na równi ze zrozumieniem faktów matematycznych, rozumie¢
procesy psychologiczno-pedagogiczne wyst¦puj¡ce na poszczególnych etapach
zdobywania wiedzy. Chciaªbym podkre±li¢, »e w peªni doceniam rol¦ praktyk
w procesie przygotowania do zawodu nauczyciela, ale uwa»am, »e jest to tyl-
ko element wst¦pny. Dlatego proponowaªem (i podtrzymuj¦ moj¡ tez¦), »e po
studiach nauczyciel powinien odby¢ roczny sta» z nast¦puj¡cymi zaªo»eniami:

• maªo godzin zaj¦¢ z uczniami (8-10 tygodniowo), ale prowadzonych sa-
modzielnie;

• obowi¡zkowe(!) seminaria na uczelni (pedagogika i psychologia, dydak-
tyka szczegóªowa).

Dla czynnych nauczycieli proponowaªem co 5 lat obowi¡zkowe (bezpªatne)
studia podyplomowe, przy zmniejszeniu liczby zaj¦¢ w szkole, które oprócz
wspomnianych wy»ej elementów zawieraªyby 1-2 przedmioty matematyczne,
spoza zakresu przedmiotów dydaktycznych i psychologiczno-pedagogicznych.
Tu dochodzimy do bardzo wa»nego zagadnienia: bada« zakresie dydaktyki ma-
tematyki. Nie ma rozwi¡za« dydaktycznych, które byªyby dobre zawsze i dla
wszystkich osób. Tym samym ro±nie potrzeba wsparcia nauczycieli nowymi
rozwi¡zaniami bazuj¡cymi wªa±nie na badaniach.
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